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ABSTRACT
Rapidly evolving sensor, effector and processing technologies, including
micromechanical fabrication techniques, will soon make possible the development of
very inexpensive autonomous mobile devices with adequate processing but fairly
limited sensor capabilities. One goal which has been proposed is to employ large
numbers (more than 100) of these simple robots to achieve real-world military mission
goals in the ground, air, and underwater environments, using sensor-based reactive
planners to realize desired emergent collective group behaviors. One key prerequisite
to realizing this goal is the capability to command and control the system of robots in
terms of meaningful mission-oriented system-level parameters. A commander requires
an understanding of a system's capabilities, doctrine for employing it, and measures of
effectiveness to assess its performance once deployed. It is thus necessary to relate
system (ensemble) functionality and performance to the behaviors realized by the
individual autonomous elements.
This paper describes a program of analysis, modeling, algorithm development,
and simulation which has been undertaken to develop, refine, and validate this basic
approach to real-world problem solving. The initial thrust has been to develop generic
behaviors, such as blanket, barrier, and sweep coverage, and various deployment and
recovery modes, which can address a broad spectrum of generic applications such as
mine deployment, minesweeping, surveillance, sentry duty, maintenance inspection,
ship hull cleaning, and communications relaying. Initial simulation results are
presented.
1.0 INTRODUCTION
The critical sensor, effector, and processing technologies that are prerequisite to
the development of the military mobile robots of the 21st century are evolving rapidly.
Moreover, while major thrusts in the development of military mobile robots have been
undertaken in the areas of Unmanned Ground Vehicles (UGVs), Unmanned Air
Vehicles (UAVs), and Unmanned Underwater Vehicles (UUVs), continuing
developments in solid-state sensor and effector technologies suggest that unexploited
opportunities exist at the "lower end" of the spectrum of robotic vehicle functionality
and performance [1, 2]. In fact, the emerging field of "micromachines" (also termed
"microdynamics", "mechatronics", or "microelectromechanical systems") was selected
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by the New York Times in its 1991 New Year's Day Science Section as one of the "10
Critical Technologies" for the 90s [3].
The goal of this work is to achieve a variety of military mission goals through the
collective behavior of large numbers of relatively simple, inexpensive, interchangeable,
autonomous elements, rather than through the explicitly purposeful, complex,
perception-based behavior of a single very expensive, highly sophisticated (and
currently technically or economically infeasible) unit. The approach is to design and
implement vehicle behaviors that both (a) can support real-world missions and (b) are
realizable with current levels of sensor and processing technology, even in the objectand obstacle- rich environment of ground-based applications, where useful missions
generally require high-bandwidth visual-perception-based vehicle navigation,
guidance and control beyond the capabilities of current sensor and processing tools.
The use of large numbers of small and inexpensive vehicles can be applied to a
number of situations of military interest: minesweeping, mine deployment [4],
surveillance, sentry duty, communications relaying [5], various types of search,
maintenance inspection, carrier deck foreign object debris (FOD) disposal, and ship
hull cleaning come to mind.
Note that it is possible to characterize the navigational behavior needed to realize
each of these diverse applications as "maintenance of an appropriate spacing
relationship between the participating elements, either in static deployment or in group
motion". This concept of coordinated positioning and movement in concert is the focus
of this work.
While a central coordinating controller could be employed to calculate a desired
position or trajectory for each element in a group, which could then be downloaded
and executed, this is at best an inefficient and at worst a nonviable approach to the
problem. Execution of the plan could be hindered by unpredictable events (e.g.,
excessive current, unknown obstacles, enemy actions). The central controller would
need to receive perhaps quite specific information from the affected elements in order
to modify the plans to take the contingency into account, and this information might not
even be available to the elements themselves. Time and/or processing and/or
communications resources may not be available to support either (a) the
communication of the required data to the central controller, (b) the processing to
produce the modified plan, or (c) the communication of the plans back to the executing
elements.
The solution is to do with robots what is actually done today with humans in such
applications: "You guys line up at arm's length distance, and then all walk along
together, picking up whatever you find as you go". The motion of each element is
based on the motions of the other elements, more strongly on the motions of the
nearest neighbors, but with some reference to the more remote elements as well.
Thus, navigational coordination is achieved by using sensor inputs (each element
sensing the position of its neighbors, relative to itself), vice explicit communications
channels. Active sensors might be modulated to facilitate the control process (by, for

example, emitting acoustic "peeps" at a rate inversely proportional to peak emitted
power). The world model of each of these robots will be strongly "self centered", and
populated with its fellows.
Animals, of course, use similar modes of control when moving as flocks, herds, and
schools. While the literature on animal herding, flocking, and schooling is mostly
descriptive or coarsely analytic [e.g., 6,7], a synthetic approach to the study of such
group behavior has been pursued by Craig Reynolds [8] in developing an animation
sequence of a flock of birds. He had found that he was unable to produce a realistic
flock by drawing it a bird at a time; instead he implemented a flock of simulated
"birdoids" which attempted to maintain a desired spacing relationship with their
neighbors.
While ethology (the study of animal behaviors) provides a natural language to
discuss systems which display group behavior, and the focus on emergent group
behavior fits under the broad umbrella of the emerging field of "Artificial Life" [9], it
should be stressed that this kind of work fits into the mainstream of the discipline of
intelligent control.
2.0 SYSTEM CONCEPT
The defining feature of the systems considered in this paper is that the number of
mobile robotic elements is large enough so that the system command control interface
must ÒhideÓ the individual elements from the commander of the system. The elements
donÕt have to be small or inexpensive, but economic and technical factors make it
highly likely that they will be.
A system, then, consists of a large number of identical (see the discussion of caste
and role in sections 2.3 and 4.0) elements, each possessing: (a) some measure of
mobility -- this may be fairly limited, so that, for example, in an underwater application
the elements may be capable of regulating only their depth in the water column, drifting
with the currents; (b) some sensor capability that allows each element to measure, at
least crudely, its position with respect to at least its nearest neighboring elements; (c)
some mission-capable sensor or effector, which may be the same as the sensor
capability listed above; (d) optionally, some communications capability, which may
make use of the sensor capability; and (e) some processing capability, which
implements algorithms that use the mobility effectors to maintain a specified positional
relationship to its neighbors, as measured by its sensors, so that the mission-capable
sensors or effectors collectively accomplish the desired mission objectives.
2.1 Ensemble Motion Behaviors
The key to achieving mission objectives, then, is to ensure that the aggregation of
the simple mobility behaviors exhibited by the individual elements of the system results
in the desired behavior of the group as a whole. The level of abstraction is such that
collisions between elements or of individual elements with discrete obstacles are not
dealt with: the elements may be considered to be small enough that collisions between

them are very unlikely, robust enough that collisions donÕt damage them, or expendible
enough that damage to or loss of elements doesnÕt matter at the system/mission level.
Coverage Behaviors: In many cases, the desired group behavior is the
maintenance of a spatial relationship which adapts to specific local conditions to
optimize the performance of some function, often characterizable as "coverage". In
these cases it is necessary to develop precise measures of effectiveness which
meaningfully characterize the overall system performance in the context of specific
mission goals. For example, a surveillance group should be large and sparse if the
goal is to maximize the number of enemy detected per unit time over a wide area, but
small and dense to minimize the probability of leaving any enemy undetected within a
smaller swept area. Three varieties of coverage behaviors, graphically depicted in
Figure 1, can be distinguished:
Blanket coverage: The objective is to achieve a static arrangement of elements
that maximizes the detection rate of targets appearing within the coverage area.
Barrier coverage: the objective is to achieve a static arrangement of elements
that minimizes the probability of undetected enemy penetration through the barrier.
Sweep coverage: the objective is to move a group of elements across a
coverage area in a manner which addresses a specified balance between maximizing
the number of detections per time and minimizing the number of missed detections per
area. (A sweep is roughly equivalent to a moving barrier.)
Here is a table of potential applications of the three types of coverage behaviors -it is sometimes possible to think of different types of systems to address the same
requirement:
APPLICATION
Mine deployment
Mine sweeping
Reconaissance
Sentry duty
Communications relay
Maintenance inspection
Carrier deck FOD disposal
Ship Hull cleaning

COVERAGE TYPE
Barrier
Sweep
Sweep
Barrier
Blanket
Sweep
Sweep
Blanket or Sweep

Formation Behaviors: These represent an alternative to coverage behaviors, in
that the desired group behavior is the maintenance of an explicitly specified spacing
relationship between elements. For example, if a group of USVs (Unmanned Surface
Vehicles) or low-flying UAVs are to serve as a decoy battle group, then the spatial
relationship between the elements must reflect that seen in a real battle group. The
apotheosis of this class of behaviors is the drill team or marching band, whose
elements are synchronized to each other spatially, and synchronized in time to the
accompanying music. It may sound frivolous, but it is not an easy problem! Perhaps

the simplest example of a formation behavior is the one-dimensional case of convoying
ground vehicles along a road; a sensor based approach to maintaining the spacing
between vehicles traveling in a convoy was described in [10].
In addition to coverage and formation behaviors, which represent "steady state"
and "bulk" behaviors of the system, it is necessary to consider and provide for the
various relevant spatial and temporal Òboundary conditionÓ behaviors.
Deployment: the elements must be able to arrange themselves into an
acceptable pattern starting from an initial arrangement that is easy to realize in a
convenient deployment scheme. Possibilities include (a) at a single point (e.g., air
drop in a canister, or off the back of a moving delivery vehicle), (b) in a linear pattern of
appropriate density (e.g., sequential deployment from a moving platform), or (c) in a
randomly distributed initial pattern, either dense or sparse (e.g., air burst dispersal).
Recovery: it must be possible (in at least some cases) to recover all (or the great
majority of) the elements when the mission is completed, or (again, in some cases)
even individual elements if/when they fail. The ideal mode of recovery would be to
have the elements move autonomously to collection stations that "call them in". It
should be possible to have multiple collection stations operating fairly close to each
other at the same time. This collection mode must, of course, not provide a channel for
enemy spoofing [11,12].
Navigation of the group as a whole: a mechanism is required to control the
gross movement of the group as a whole, in order to put the group where it is needed
to perform its mission. Examples of possible methods for achieving this control
include: (a) biasing the motion of each individual element in the prefered direction (a
real-time controllable "tropism" -- this will probably require that all elements share a
common directional reference), and (b) using direct control of the motion of a small
number of the elements, with the bulk of the group following due to the basic relative
position control algorithm (like a sheepdog guiding a flock of sheep).
Many applications will require other generic behaviors, such as (a) calling for
assistance when an individual element has failed, without interfering with the
prosecution of the mission by the other elements, and (b) having elements bring
themselves in for routine maintenance (battery recharging, for example) without
disturbing the overall mission.
2.2 Analytic Considerations
Having defined a number of classes of desired mobility behaviors, the prospective
developer of such a system must develop an adequate understanding of the
complexities of behavior of systems consisting of large numbers of mobile elements.
Here are some areas to consider:
Randomness of behavior: it may prove to be desirable to introduce elements of
randomness into the navigational algorithms. In a real world system, this can help

resolve potential deadlock situations, enhance mission sensor effectiveness, and
counter possible enemy spoofing threats. In addition, in a simulated system,
algorithmic randomness can be used to model some of the limitations of real world
sensor and effector behaviors.
Obstacles and Traversability: the concept of traversability is important in twodimensional (ground) environments: it may be necessary to identify the presence of
point or extended obstacles, or, conversely, navigation may in fact be restricted to a
small number of possible routes. Where this information has global (mission-level)
significance, it must be made explicit and be communicated to the commander. At the
navigation/mobility level, the system behavior must be robust in the presence of
various types of obstacles: the whole herd should not tumble, one by one, off a cliff, nor
should they pile up on top of each other at the end of a box canyon.
Internal Dynamical States: the gross motion of a flock can be described
independent of the internal dynamics of the group which is realizing that gross
behavior. Depending on the algorithms and the sensor capabilities, the same gross
motion may be realized using a number of different strategies which result in quite
different internal behaviors. A simplified taxonomy of these internal modes can be
defined using the metaphors of physical states of matter:
If the elements of the flock maintain a rigid relative geometrical relationship as the
flock moves, we can think of the flock as being a solid. If the geometric relationships
are repetitive, the solid flock is crystalline; otherwise it is amorphous. If the elements
move freely past each other, but the density of elements remains constant, then the
flock might be considered to be a liquid. Finally, if the density varies, and individual
elements can wander away, we might think of the group as a gas. Statistical
measurements analogous to temperature and pressure may also prove useful in
characterizing the group behavior.
2.3 Possible Biosystem Analogies
While it is certainly possible to make too much of the analogies between the
artificial systems we are discussing and the behavioral mechanisms used by animals, it
can be instructive to look to natural biosystems for possible approaches that can be
adapted to our requirements. For example:
The flowing motion of an amoeba has the property that most of the elements on the
outer perimeter of the flock are stationary at any given instant of time, as the group
"flows through" itself in a toroidal pattern. In many situations, this would result in better
sensor performance than if all elements were in constant motion.
Pheromones are chemicals that animals use to communicate. For example, ants
leave a trail of pheromone to mark the trails between their nest and a food source. A
simple artificial pheromone scheme like dropping tiny retroreflective glass beads could
be of use in some applications. Key aspects of artificial pheromones will be the decay

rate and the ease of detection by the enemy. Spoofing is also an issue -- an ideal
pheromone would use an encrypted interrogation technique.
The human immune system and ant colonies [13] both provide models of how
natural systems use a mix of elements of different characteristics and capabilities in
order to achieve a desired goal. Some cells detect and "mark" invaders in the body,
while other cells, seeing the marks, destroy the invaders. The caste system of ants
divides labor similarly. What mix of capabilities makes sense to achieve a given
mission most effectively and efficiently? In the world of security, the tasks of intruder
detection, localization, identification, and neutralization require greatly different
capabilities. It may make sense to employ large numbers of inexpensive sensors to
perform the initial detection, then follow up with a much smaller number of much more
capable units to assess the initial threat contact and to respond if the presence of an
intruder is confirmed. Deneubourg [14] has demonstrated via simulation that sorting
behaviors observed in ants can be produced by the simplest possible biasing of
behavior by environmental cues.
Worker honey bees, which are capable of many different tasks, spend a significant
portion of their time "patrolling" the hive, initiating their various productive activities in
response to quite simple signals and cues. Honey bee colonies thus provide a model
for achieving "purposeful" coordinated group action, responsive to changing
environmental conditions, without employing a world model -- in fact, without explicit
global decision making of any sort [15]. This property of quasi-intelligent "emergent
behavior" resulting from the interaction of simple reactive plans is one which has been
used in the context of simple vehicle systems [16], and which has been touted as the
best basis for the development of quite complex systems [17]. The current approach is
in this spirit.
3.0 SIMULATION PROGRAM AND INITIAL RESULT S
A program of analysis, modeling, algorithm development, and simulation has been
initiated in FY92 with 6.1 funding, in order to validate the overall systems approach.
The simulation initially models a 2-dimensional world, and each element knows the
exact relative positions of each of its fellows; neighborhood models and sensor
capabilities and limitations (radially symmetric at first) will be implemented in the
second iteration of the simulation. Ultimately, the model will be further generalized by
incorporating a third dimension and building more detailed models of sensors and
sensor pre-processing.
The simulation program has been written on the Macintosh using Symantec's
Think C compiler and associated development environment, while minimizing the use
of Macintosh- specific constructs in order to maximize portability of the program to
platforms with greater computational power. The program supports the creation of up
to ten independently controllable behavior groups of elements (robots), with up to 200
elements total. The program user creates clusters of elements by specifying how many
elements are to be created in each cluster, in what pattern (random distribution within a
circle or rectangle of specified size and location), with what initial velocities (random

distribution within a range of speed and course), and with what behavior (zero
acceleration, specified speed and course, rendezvous at specified time and position, or
one of several sensor-based flocking algorithms). The simulation navigates each
individual element in terms of speed and course; realizing the requested speed and
course in terms of throttle and steering is allocated to an unsimulated lower level
controller, which also navigates around point obstacles, such as other elements. The
behaviors of the different groups of elements can be changed by user command as the
simulation progresses. A simulation run can be saved as a file containing a
succession of kinematic frames, and replayed later.
Figure 2 presents a sequence of several frames from a simulation run, showing a
group of 40 elements executing a ÒcondensationÓ behavior, coming together from an
initially dispersed configuration. The actual algorithm is very simple: if the minimum
azimuthal angle subtended by all an elementÕs neighbors is less than 180 degrees
(i.e., if it is possible to draw a line through the element so that all its neighbors fall on
the same side of the line), then the element knows that it is Òon the edgeÓ of the group.
Elements Òon the edgeÓ move at fixed speed down the bisector of the subtended angle;
elements not Òon the edgeÓ remain stationary. Thus, the configuration ÒimplodesÓ, with
the ÒouterÓ elements ÒsweepingÓ the remaining nodes insward as the condensation
continues. The angle-bisecting portion of this algorithm was first discovered by
Sugihara and Suzuki [18], whose paper discusses a number of other interesting
motion coordination algorithms. In a real application, a complementary (or in some
implementations, ÒcompetingÓ) behavior would halt the condensation process as the
desired element density is achieved.
The condensation algorithm and its simulation present some interesting features for
discussion. First, the algorithm is highly robust, in the sense that, even if the sensor
range is much smaller than the initial diameter of the configuration, the algorithm will
produce a single compact group, as long as the sensor detections produce a
connected graph. (If the graph consists of disjoint pieces, each piece will condense to
form a separate group.) This is true because any element in motion is moving closer to
the positions of all other elements that it can see. The second point is that the
condensation process requires no global position information of any sort; the command
to the group is not Òcondense to position LATLONGÓ, it is just ÒcondenseÓ. The third
point is that the algorithm makes use of only azimuthal information from sensors, and
has no requirement for range data. However, algorithms generally similar in effect can
also be designed using range data only, or a mix of range and azimuth data, and this is
an area of exploration for the continuing simulation effort. The fourth point is that, in its
initial instantiation, with a discontinuity in element motion based on a binary decision of
Òon the edgeÓ or Ònot on the edgeÓ, the time-step simulation introduces an artifact of
clustering at the ÒcornersÓ of the configuration, as the different elements in a Òcorner
clusterÓ play leapfrog, taking turns being Òon the edgeÓ. It is possible, however, that the
concentration of forces introduced by this ÒartifactÓ might be considered a desirable
feature in some combat situations, and the algorithm could be time-quantized to
produce it with real (vice simulated) robots.

4.0 COMMAND CONTROL AND SYSTEM ISSUES
In order to make effective use of the resources at his disposal, a commander must
understand the tools he has been given: he must know what he can tell each
subordinate unit to do, what it is capable of doing, and what it is most likely to do when
confronted by various contingent events. The parameters of the ÒgameÓ the
commander plays are established by doctrine and training. These same
considerations apply to the use of an autonomous unmanned unit. The prospective
commander must be provided with:
A model of unit functionality: an understanding of the range of missions he
can assign to the unit -- essentially the semantics of the orders the unit can respond to.
A model of unit performance capabilities: an understanding of how far and
fast the unit can move, the range and effect of its weapons and/or sensors, its
capabilities for self-defense against various threats, the connectivity and effectiveness
of its communications resources, and its requirements for logistical support.
A model of unit behaviors: an understanding of what the subordinate unit
commander, based on his training and the specific orders he has received, will do in
response to a wide variety of contingencies: how he will use his mobility, weapons,
sensor, and communications capabilities.
The point of this work is to propose the concept of Òcoverage behaviorsÓ as a
generic paradigm for many-robot systems -- in other words, as a model of unit
functionality -- relevant to a number of diverse applications. Ultimately, analytical tools
for characterizing some aspects of unit performance capabilities will also be
developed. This will involve modeling effector (sensor or weapon) effectiveness
(probability of detection or probability of kill) as a function of the instantaneous
geometry of the situation, and devising some reasonable way to integrate over time as
an element approaches and then withdraws from a potential target. The key issue is
properly representing the statistical independence of the probability of success over
the relevant interval of time and distance. The plan, then, is to start with definitions of
group behaviors and then develop measures of effectiveness (MOEs) for the sensors
and effectors being supported by these group behaviors in order to validate the group
behaviors in terms of the MOEs.
A model of unit behaviors must also be developed before real systems can be
deployed -- this is in some sense equivalent to modeling the thinking of a Òvirtual
subordinate commanderÓ. If the unit behavior is to be truly adaptive, and not
unacceptably ÒbrittleÓ, it will be necessary to formulate explicit policies to deal with
many contingencies that a human would deal with using Òcommon senseÓ. It is not
even easy to simply enumerate the possible relevant contingencies, which include
numerous situations that would require no action other than sending a message to the
commander in the form Òsomething wierd is happening here...Ó.

There are other problems, too. For example, consider the deployment of a flock of
10,000 elements in a filled-circular pattern 1 km in diameter, centered on a target
beacon. Suppose that one of the two 5,000 element canisters fails in deployment -what do we want the remaining 5,000 elements to do? One obvious possibility would
be to maintain the spacing of the elements, but reduce the diameter of coverage to
about 700 meters. Another obvious possibilitiy is to maintain the 1 km diameter of
coverage, but increase the spacing (from something like 8 or 9 meters apart on
average, to about 12). Or we could split the difference. The point is that, while this call
is a Òhigh levelÓ policy decision that might change from mission to mission, it has
implications for the design of a Òlow levelÓ condensation algorithm. If the spacing is to
stay constant, then the algorithm might be something like Òif local density too low, move
toward beacon; if too high, follow the density gradientÓ, while if the diameter is to stay
constant, it might be something like Òif distance to beacon too large, move toward
beacon; if too high, follow the density gradientÓ.
How to handle communications with the commander can also present a problem.
Just as it is desirable for ensemble behaviors to be invoked by broadcasting a single
message to all the participating elements, it would clearly be highly desirable for
reports sent back to the commander to represent a fusion of the knowledge available to
the numerous individual elements, and not have each element reporting on its own.
This may imply a need for some hierarchical or heterarchical organization of the
elements, not to facilitate command, but for reporting. Such an organization could be
permanent, based on intrinsic differences between different castes of elements, or
changeable, reflecting the roles that the different elements currently play (such as Òon
the edgeÓ, in the simulated condensation behavior example).
5.0 FUTURE DEMONSTRATION AND IMPLEMENTATION
Credibility for this approach will ultimately depend on a demonstration of real
physical behaviors using real physical robots. When funding permits, the plan is to use
inexpensive "toy" vehicles, "clever" sensors, and a compact controller implementation
to produce a demonstration of purposeful group behavior that can address a class of
military applications.
One option is to develop an initial demonstration using an existing group of
vehicles, such as the "Nerd Herd" of 20 IS Robotics R-1 indoor robots (weighing 4
pounds apiece) at the MIT Mobile Robots Lab. R-1s use Brooks's subsumption
architecture, offer a very reasonable Macintosh-based software development
environment, and the acoustic beacons that come with the system make the location of
each R-1 known to all the units, so a demonstration of "pseudosensor" based
behaviors should be fairly straightforward.
A second option is to develop and implement very low cost vehicles (target: less
than $1K each, vice the R-1's unit cost of $5K) with appropriate sensor and processing
capabilities capable of achieving an outdoor demonstration using several tens of
elements over areas of hundreds of meters. One candidate technology for this task is
Echelon CorporationÕs "Local Operating Network" ("LON") paradigm. LON distributed

control technology appears to offer a highly cost effective substrate for the implementation
of very inexpensive autonomous elements, with projected costs for the processing
components in the $2-$5 range, and RF modems under $10. Moreover, EchelonÕs
firmware provides a full suite of communications protocols as well as primitives for
control of sensors and effectors.
Ultimately, however, the development of this type of system will require resources at
a scale beyond current 6.1 budgets -- the project must be focused to a single real world
application (or a small set of related applications). One key goal of the simulation and
modeling effort is therefore to identify good candidate real world military applications,
quantitatively characterizing the required group behaviors (in terms of number of
elements, inter-element spacing and motion parameters), and developing conceptual
designs for intelligent robots that could satisfy them (including element sensor, effector, and
processing requirements).
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Figure 1. Coverage Behaviors. E, G, and B represent system Elements, ÒGood guysÓ t
be protected, and ÒBad guysÓ to be engaged, respectively. The circles around system
elements represent the effective sensor/effector engagement radius.

Figure 2. Simulation of ÒCondensationÓ algorithm. (a) First frame after algorithm has
been initiated; element positions reflect random initial conditions. (b) 23 frames after
first frame shown in a; group diameter is 42% smaller than when condensation began.
(c) 27 frames after frame shown in b; note concentrations of elements at ÒcornersÓ of
configuration.

